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Strongly interacting vector bosons at the CERN LHC: Quartic anomalous couplings
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We analyze the potential of the CERN Large Hadron Collider to study anomalous quartic vector-boson
interactions through the production of vector-boson pairs accompanied by jets. In the framework of
SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y chiral Lagrangians, we examine all effective operators of orderp4 that lead to new four-
gauge-boson interactions but do not alter trilinear vertices. In our analyses, we perform the full tree-level
calculation of the processes leading to two jets plus vector-boson pairs,W1W2,W6W6,W6Z, or ZZ, taking
properly into account the interference between the standard model and the anomalous contributions. We obtain
the bounds that can be placed on the anomalous quartic interactions and we study the strategies to distinguish
the possible new couplings.@S0556-2821~99!06201-3#

PACS number~s!: 12.60.Cn
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I. INTRODUCTION

The standard model~SM! of electroweak interactions
based on the SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y gauge symmetry, has accom
plished an impressive agreement between its predictions
the fermion-vector-boson couplings and all the recent exp
mental data@1#. Notwithstanding, the tests of the triple an
quartic bosonic interactions still lack the same accuracy
further confirm the local gauge invariance of the theory or
indicate the existence of new physics beyond the SM.

The interactions responsible for electroweak symme
breaking play an important role in gauge-boson scatterin
high energies because they are an essential ingredie
avoid unitarity violation in the scattering amplitudes of ma
sive vector bosons at the TeV scale@2#. There are two pos-
sible forms of electroweak symmetry breaking which lead
different solutions to the unitarity problem:~a! there is a
scalar particle lighter than 1 TeV, the standard model Hig
boson, or~b! such a particle is absent and the longitudin
components of theW and Z bosons become strongly inte
acting at high energies. In the latter case, symmetry brea
occurs due to the nonzero vacuum expectation value of s
composite operators which are related with new underly
physics.

In this work we analyze the potential of the CERN Lar
Hadron Collider~LHC! to study deviations of the quarti
vector-boson couplings from the SM predictions, assumin
strongly interacting electroweak symmetry breaking sec
~SEWS!. In fact, the LHC will be the first collider capable o
directly studying these couplings through the scattering
gauge bosons in reactions likepp→qqVV→VV j j @3–5#,
with V5W6 or Z0. Studies of quartic couplings will also b
possible at futuree1e2 colliders@6–10#, and also ineg @11#
andgg collisions@12#. Notwithstanding, at present, this se
tor of the SM can only be indirectly bounded by the prec
measurements of the electroweak parameters@13,14#.

In this paper we assume that there are no new light re
0556-2821/98/59~1!/015022~9!/$15.00 59 0150
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nances at the LHC energy scale, which means that
SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y gauge symmetry is nonlinearly realized.
this case, the electroweak sector must be parametrize
terms of electroweak chiral Lagrangians. We study the co
plete set of dimension-four operators contributing only
quartic vector-boson couplings and we estimate the sens
ity of the LHC to search for deviations from the SM predi
tions.

We present the results for the full tree-level calculation
the processespp→VV1 2 jets, with V5W6,Z0, taking
properly into account the interference between the SM
anomalous quartic contributions. This improves the previo
studies of SEWS at the LHC@3–5# which relied upon the
equivalence theorem@15# or/and the effectiveW-boson ap-
proximation @16#. Moreover, we performed our calculatio
both in the unitary and ’t Hooft–Feynman gauges, and
also included the efficiencies for detecting the leptons or
nating from the vector boson decays.

In our analyses we obtain the allowed range of the co
ficient of each anomalous quartic operator and compare
results with those coming from indirect measureme
@13,14#, as well as the attainable limits at futuree1e2 col-
liders @6–10#. In addition to the discovery of an anomalou
behavior of the cross section for the production of a vec
boson pair, it is important to identify the possible source
this deviation. Depending on the particular operator~s! re-
sponsible for the deviations, we could have some hint ab
the underlying physics that generates this departure from
SM predictions. This can be achieved by the compara
analysis of the different reactions since distinct operat
contribute differently to each possible two boson final stat

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
summarize the model-independent formalism and presen
respective chiral Lagrangians describing the anomal
quartic couplings among the gauge bosons. In Sec. III,
analyze both the signals and backgrounds involved in
production of a vector boson pairs accompanied by two j
©1998 The American Physical Society22-1
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We also establish the best cuts to improve the signal o
background ratio. Our final results for the cross sections
presented in Sec. IV, in terms of the chiral Lagrangian co
ficients. The final section contains our general conclusio

II. CHIRAL LAGRANGIANS

When the Higgs boson is a strongly interacting particle
when it is absent from the physical particle spectrum, on
led to consider the most general effective Lagrangian wh
employs a nonlinear representation of the spontaneously
ken SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y gauge symmetry@17#. The resulting
chiral Lagrangian is a nonrenormalizable nonlinears model
coupled in a gauge-invariant way to the Yang-Mills theo
This model-independent approach incorporates by const
tion the low-energy theorems@18#, which predict the genera
behavior of Goldstone boson amplitudes, irrespective of
details of the symmetry-breaking mechanism. This lo
energy effective theory should be valid up to some ene
scale smaller than 4pv.3 TeV, where new physics would
come into play to avoid unitarity violation in vector-boso
scattering@2#.

In order to specify the effective Lagrangian, one must
the symmetry-breaking pattern. We considered that the
tem presents a global SU(2)L ^ SU(2)R symmetry that is
broken to SU~2!. With this choice, following the notation o
Ref.citeAppelquist, the building block of the chiral Lagran
ian is the dimensionless unimodular matrix fieldS(x),
which transforms under SU(2)L ^ SU(2)R as ~2,2!,

S~x!5expF i
wa~x!ta

v G , ~1!

where thewa fields are the would-be Goldstone fields a
ta (a51,2,3) are the Pauli matrices. The SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y
covariant derivative ofS is defined as

DmS[]mS1 ig
ta

2
Wm

a S2 ig8S
t3

2
Bm . ~2!

The lowest-order terms in the derivative expansion of
effective Lagrangian are

L ~2!5
v2

4
Tr@~DmS!†~DmS!#1b1g82

v2

4
~Tr@TVm#!2,

~3!

where we have introduced the auxiliary quantitiesT
[St3S† and Vm[(DmS)S† which are SU(2)L covariant
and U(1)Y invariant. Notice thatT is not invariant under
SU(2)C custodial due to the presence oft3.

The first term of the above equation is responsible
giving mass to the gauge bosonsW6 and Z for v
5(A2GF)21. The second term violates the custod
SU(2)C symmetry and contributes toDr at the tree level,
being strongly constrained by the low-energy data. This te
can be understood as the low-energy remnant of the h
energy custodial symmetry-breaking physics, which has b
integrated out above a certain scaleL. Moreover, at the one
loop order, it is also required in order to cancel the div
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gences inDr, arising from diagrams containing a hype
charge boson in the loop@17#. This subtraction renders
finite Dr, although dependent on the renormalization sca

At the next order in the derivative expansion (p4), there
are many operators that can be written down@17#. We shall
restrict our analyses to the ones that exhibit genuine qua
vector-boson interactions, i.e., that do not have triple gau
boson vertices associated to these quartic couplings. T
operators are

L 4
~4!5a4@Tr~VmVn!#2, ~4!

L 5
~4!5a5@Tr~VmVm!#2, ~5!

L 6
~4!5a6 Tr~VmVn!Tr~TVm!Tr~TVn!, ~6!

L 7
~4!5a7 Tr~VmVm!@Tr~TVn!#2, ~7!

L 10
~4!5

a10

2
@Tr~TVm!Tr~TVn!#2. ~8!

These Lagrangian densities lead to quartic vertices involv
gauge bosons and/or Goldstone bosons. In the unitary ga
there are new anomalous contributions to theZZZZ vertex
coming from all five operators, to theW1W2ZZ vertex from
all operators exceptL 10

(4) , and toW1W2W1W2 interaction
arising from L 4

(4) and L 5
(4) . Moreover, the interaction

LagrangiansL 6
(4) ,L 7

(4) , andL 10
(4) violate the SU(2)C custo-

dial symmetry. Notice that the quartic couplings involvin
photons remain untouched by the genuinely quartic ano
lous interactions at the orderp4. The Feynman rules for the
quartic couplings generated by these operators can be fo
in the last article of Ref.@17#.

III. SIGNALS AND BACKGROUNDS

In our analyses, we studied the strongly interacting el
troweak breaking sector at the LHC via the scattering
weak vector bosons that are radiated off quarks. We con
ered the following processes involving the four-gauge-bo
interactions~4!–~8!:

pp→W1W2 j j , ~9a!

pp→W2W2 j j , ~9b!

pp→W1W1 j j , ~9c!

pp→W1Z j j , ~9d!

pp→W2Z j j , ~9e!

pp→ZZ j j . ~9f!

We evaluated the complete set of QCD and electroweak s
tering amplitudes for the above processes, i.e., we did
use neither the effectiveW approximation @16# nor the
equivalence theorem@15#. Therefore, we were able to kee
track of the full correlation in the matrix elements, as well
the interference between the anomalous and SM contr
2-2
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STRONGLY INTERACTING VECTOR BOSONS AT THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 015022
tions. Moreover, we took into account not only the ele
troweak contributions but also theO(a2aS

2) ones. For the
sake of clarity, we show in Table I the anomalous inter
tions that contribute to each of the reactions~9!. This table
indicates the strategy that should be followed to underst
the origin of the possible deviations from the SM.

The calculation of the matrix elements was performed
merically using two distinct tools. On one hand, we eva
ated the scattering amplitudes in the unitary gauge using
HELAS package@19#, with the SM contribution being gener
ated byMADGRAPH @20#. In this case, we wrote special su
routines to evaluate the anomalous contributions~4!–~8! to
the vector-boson self-interactions. On the other hand,
same processes were evaluated using theCOMPHEPpackage
@21#. The p4 chiral effective Lagrangian was implemente
into COMPHEP in the unitary and the ’t Hooft–Feynma
gauges. Despite the Feynman rules in the ’t Hooft–Feynm

TABLE I. The processes affected by the different quartic co
plings ~4!–~8!.

Coupling W6W6 W6Z ZZ

a4,5 Yes Yes Yes
a6,7 No Yes Yes
a10 No No Yes
01502
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gauge being cumbersome, this gauge maximizes
COMPHEP performance and allows us to double check o
calculations by comparing the results in two gauges. T
results from HELAS/MADGRAPH and COMPHEP were con-
fronted and they indeed agreed.

The evaluation of the processes~9! requires a very large
computing power. The complexity of this calculation ca
inferred from the large number of diagrams involved. F
instance, there are 1918 Feynman diagrams contributin
the W1W2 final state, while forW1Z there are 1503, and
978 for ZZ. As an illustration, we present, in Fig. 1, th
complete set of Feynman diagrams for the subprocessuu
→W1W1dd which contributes to theW1W1 production
~9c!. The first diagram in this figure receives contributio
from the anomalous interactions, giving rise to the sign
while all other graphs correspond to QCD and electrowe
backgrounds. We neglected in our analyses the small co
bution coming from subprocesses exhibiting two sea qua
in the initial state.

Strongly interacting symmetry breaking sectors mod
the dynamics of longitudinal vector bosons. However, it
impossible to determine the polarization of vector bosons
an event-by-event basis, and consequently, we have to w
harder to extract the SEWS signal. Taking into account t
the electroweak production of transversely polarized vec
bosons is approximately independent of the Higgs bo

-

s
FIG. 1. Complete set of Feynman diagram
contributing to the processuu→W1W1dd.
2-3
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mass, and that theVLVL production is small for light Higgs
bosons@4#, we define the signal for SEWS as an excess
events in theVV scattering channels with respect to the S
model with a light Higgs boson:, i.e.,

ssignal[s~a i !2sSMuMH5100 GeV, ~10!

where we sum over the vector-boson polarizations. In p
ciple, we might have a signal even fora i[0 since there is
no Higgs boson in our model to cut off the growth of th
scattering amplitudes. In this case, we should also st
whether it is possible to establish that the anomalous c
plings a i are compatible with zero or not.

In the effective-W approximation@16#, the signal is de-
scribed by the scatteringVLVL→VLVL . This process, how-
ever, does not respect the unitarity of the partial-wave a
plitudes (al

I ) at large subprocess center-of-mass energ
MVV @2,15#. Therefore, the chiral expansion is valid only f
values ofMVV and a i such thatual

I u&1/2. For higherVV
invariant masses, rescattering effects are important to un
rize the amplitudes. Taking into account this fact, we cons
vatively restricted our analyses to invariant massesMVV
,1.25 TeV. In the cases where it is not possible to rec
struct theVV invariant mass from the leptonic decay pro
ucts, this requirement corresponds to a sharp-cutoff unit
zation @22#.

Since we evaluated the full matrix elements for the p
cesses~9!, summed over the vector-boson polarizations, s
eral backgrounds were automatically included, e.g.,
O(a4) and O(a2aS

2) irreducible backgrounds qq
→qqVTVT(VLVT). Another important background is top
quark pair production, i.e.,qq(gg)→t t̄→W1W2bb̄ which
was also taken into account, since we considered
W1W2bb̄ final state. Moreover, triple gauge boson produ
tion also contribute to theVV j j signature when one of th
three boson decays hadronically. In addition to that we a
evaluated the ‘‘continuum’’ VV production, qq(gg)
→ggVV, where the vector bosons are produced in asso
tion with gluons. In principle, we should explicitly includ
further backgrounds like the associated production oft t̄ pairs
accompanied by aW6 or a Z, however, these contribution
are negligible once we applied the jet veto and tag cuts
scribed below@4#.

One should stress the importance of the jet-tagging
jet-vetoing cuts since the background can be efficiently s
pressed by cutting in the jet rapidities and momenta@4#. In
order to understand that, we must recall that the spectr
transversely (f W/e

T ) and longitudinally (f W/e
L ) polarizedW in

the effectiveW approximation are given by

f W/e
T ~x,pT!5

a

4p sin2uW

11~12x!2

2x

pT
2

@pT
21~12x!MW

2 #2
,

~11!

f W/e
L ~x,pT!5

a

4p sin2uW

12x

x

~12x!MW
2

@pT
21~12x!MW

2 #2
,

~12!
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wherepT is the transverse momentum of theW6 ~jet!. From
the above expressions, we can learn that the transver
polarizedW’s possess a higherpT than the longitudinally
polarized ones. Moreover, the spectator jets associated
WL

6 are produced at large rapidities since their energies
of the order of TeV.

Forward~backward! jets are characteristic configuration
of the signal. At the same time, jets coming from the sig
are well separated and theirpT distribution does not peak
near zero because of massive vector-boson propagators
the other hand, the situation is the opposite for some ba
grounds: either theirpT distributions peak at small value
due to photon, gluon or light quarkt-channel exchange, o
they have the tendency to be close to each other since the
originate from gluon or photon splitting. This remarkab
difference between the signal and the backgrounds allow
to substantially reduce the latter by requiring the tagging
forward jets. We can further reduce backgrounds, liket t̄ and
VVV, by vetoing large jet activity in the central region of th
detector@23#.

In Fig. 2, we show some kinematical distributions for t
processpp→W1Z j j ~9d!. Figure 2~a! contains the pseudo
rapidity distribution of the jets, while we exhibit thepT ~en-
ergy! distribution of the jets in Figs. 2~b!,2~c!, and the invari-
ant mass distribution ofW1Z pairs in Fig. 2~d!. From these
figures we can see that the jets associated with the signa
produced at large rapidities and carry a larger amount
energy, illustrating the importance jet-tagging and j
vetoing cuts.

In order to suppress the backgrounds and enhance
signal for anomalous quartic interactions we studied sev
kinematical distributions for the processes~9!, applying dif-
ferent cuts on the final-state particles. Our results indic
that the cuts presented in Ref.@4# are able to improve con
siderably the signal/background ratio. We applied the f
lowing set of kinematical cuts, keeping those from t
above-mentioned paper and also suggesting some addit
ones that could allow further suppression of the ba
grounds.

~i! We required the existence of two jets satisfyingpT

.20 GeV,uhu,5, and separated byDR[A(Dh21Df2)

.0.5. The cut inpT is important not only to guarantee tha
the jets will be well defined, but also to suppress the ba
ground due to the photon and gluon exchanges in thet chan-
nel. At the same time, theDR cut is necessary, combine
with the pT one, to remove the singularity coming from
gluon splitting in some background subprocesses.

~ii ! We applied the jet-tagging and jet-vetoing cuts su
gested by Baggeret al. @4#, i.e.,

E~ j tag!.0.8 TeV ~except for W6W6!,

3.0,uy~ j tag!u,5.0, pT~ j tag!.40 GeV,

pT~ j veto!.60 GeV ~30 GeV for W1W2!,

uy~ j veto!u,3.0.
2-4
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FIG. 2. Kinematical distributions for the processpp→W1Z j j : ~a! pseudorapidity of the jets (h j ); ~b! transverse momentum of the je
(pTj

); ~c! energy of the jets (Ej ); and~d! invariant mass of theW1Z pair (MWW). The light gray area stands for the background while
dark area represents the background plus the signal associated toa450.03. We required thatpT

jet.20 GeV and the jet separationDRj j

.0.5.
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t t̄ production gives rise to a quite large background to
W1W2 j j signal, and consequently, the requirement o
more stringentpT( j veto) cut for this process is important t
improve the signal/background ratio.

~iii ! We also required the invariant mass of the vec
boson pair to be in the range 0.5,MVV,1.25 TeV. The
upper limit of this cut is quite important since it prevents t
effective operators~4!–~8! to be used in a energy regim
where unitarity is violated and rescattering effects beco
important. The lower limit of this cut aims to reduce th
background~see Fig. 2!.

In this work we considered the ‘‘gold-plated’’ even
where theW’s andZ’s decay into electrons or muons, igno
ing final states associated with the hadronic decay of
vector bosons. In order to make a more realistic estimatio
the limits that can be imposed on the anomalous parame
01502
e
a

r

e

e
of
rs,

one should take into account the detection efficiency of
final-state leptons. This problem was studied in Ref.@24# for
W6 and Z decays in Higgs production processes. Impos
that the leptons satisfy the following cuts:

uh l u,2, pT
l .100 GeV, and pT

miss.100 GeV,

the detection efficiency for leptons originating fromW ~Z!
decays is 43%~52%! @24#. We also took into account the
branching ratios ofW6 and Z into electrons or muons (l
5e or m),

BR~WW→l n̄ l l̄ n l !54.7%,

BR~W1Z→l n̄ l l l̄ !51.5%,
2-5
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BR~ZZ→4l !50.45%.

At this point it is important to address the difference b
tween the results obtained using the full matrix elements
the effectiveW approximation. First, as it is well known, th
effectiveW approximation overestimates the total yield ofW
pairs in the production of a heavy Higgs boson@25#. In order
to verify that this is still true when there is no resonances,
computed the processpp→W1W1 j j in the standard model
both in the effectiveW approximation and with the full ma
trix element, imposing only the cutpT

W.20 GeV to avoid
divergences in the effectiveW calculation. We obtain

s full~pp→W1W1 j j !50.385 pb,

seff W~pp→W1W1 j j !52.92 pb,

which shows that the result in the effectiveW approximation
is almost one order of magnitude larger than the full cal
lation. This discrepancy reduces when thepT

W cut is in-
creased or when theW’s are required to be central@25#.
Nonetheless, we should remember that we do not impose
cut on theW rapidity or pT in our realistic complete calcu
lations.

In Fig. 3, we compare theWW invariant mass distribution
obtained using the effectiveW approximation and perform
ing the full calculation, imposing only thepT

W cut. As seen in
the figure, the excess is relatively larger at smallMWW. In
our analyses of the anomalous couplings, we required
MVV.500 GeV, keeping only the largeVV invariant
masses. Notwithstanding, this cut reduces only slightly
difference between the effectiveW approximation and the
full calculation, to a factor;7. Moreover, after thisMVV
cut, the effectiveW approximation reproduces theMVV dis-
tribution shape.

FIG. 3. MWW invariant mass distribution for the processp p
→W1 W1 j j in the effectiveW approximation~light grey histo-
gram! and in the full calculation~dark grey histogram! with pT

W

.20 GeV cut.
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It is also important to notice that we imposed strong ve
and tag cuts on the final jets in our analyses to reduce
backgrounds. However, these cuts are impossible to im
ment in the effectiveW approximation, and in consequenc
the only way to obtain the final number of events in th
approximation is to estimate the veto and tag efficiency fr
some related ‘‘full’’ calculation~for instance, from the full
SM part as done by Bargeret al.! and assume that this effi
ciency is the same for the anomalous contributions. This
troduces some unavoidable uncertainty in the approxim
calculation.

IV. RESULTS

The most general expression for the total cross section
the processes~9! can be written as

s5C01(
j

a jCj1(
j <k

a jakCj 2k , ~13!

where j ,k54, 5, 6, 7, or 10 andC0 is the cross section fo
a j[0. In our calculations, we applied the cuts~i!–~iii ! and
used the CTEQ3M parton distributions@26#, with Q2 equal
to the invariant mass of the parton system. We presen
Table II our results for the coefficientsC0 ,Cj ,Cj 2k , as well
as for the SM with a Higgs boson of massMH
5100 GeV (CSM).

TABLE II. Coefficients of the different combinations of cou
pling constants contributing to the total cross section in pb@see Eq.
~13!#, and also for the SM with a light Higgs (MH5100 GeV).
These results were obtained applying the cuts~i!–~iii !.

W1W2 W1W1 W2W2 W1Z W2Z ZZ

CSM 0.049 0.0044 0.0009 0.018 0.0070 0.0044
C0 0.050 0.0061 0.0011 0.019 0.0074 0.0056
C4 0.21 20.38 20.062 20.14 20.062 0.066
C5 0.27 20.19 20.034 20.12 20.057 0.20
C6 0.036 20.14 20.062 0.066
C7 0.11 20.12 20.057 0.20
C10 20.00012
C424 18 27 4.3 14 5.4 13
C525 36 7.2 1.2 6.3 2.4 23
C626 0.67 14 5.4 49
C727 5.7 6.3 2.4 58
C10210 47
C425 46 28 4.4 11 4.2 31
C426 1.4 29 11 50
C427 3.6 11 4.2 55
C4210 47
C526 4.0 11 4.2 54
C527 12 13 4.8 69
C5210 47
C627 3.7 11 4.2 102
C6210 94
C7210 94
2-6
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Given our definition of the signal~10! and the above pa
rametrization of the anomalous cross section we can ea
obtain the LHC attainable limits on any combination
genuinely quartic anomalous couplings. We exhibit in Fig
the 1-s exclusion region in the planea43a5 for each pro-
cess~9! independently, assuming an integrated luminos
L5100 fb21 and taking properly into account the detecti
efficiencies and leptonic branching ratios. In this analy
we assumed that the SU(2)C violating interactions vanish
As we can see, theW6Z, ZZ, andW1W2 productions lead
to similar bounds while theW6W6 give rise to somewha
weaker limits. Combining all channels allow us to impro
the limits by a factor of approximately 2.

Figure 5 contains the 1-s exclusion region in the
a63a7 plane fora45a55a1050 and an integrated lumi
nosity of 100 fb21. The W6W6 production does not give
rise to any bound since these interactions possess onlyZZZZ
andW1W2ZZ anomalous couplings. Moreover, the produ
tion of W1W2 pairs leads to weak bounds since these c
plings contribute to this final state only through the subp
cess ZZ→W1W2, which is suppressed. The best limi
come from theZZ pair production and the combined limit
of ZZ andW6Z productions are only slightly better than th
ZZ bounds.

The anomalous interactiona10 modifies only theZZ pro-
duction since it alters solely the vertexZZZZ. We present in
Fig. 6 the 1-s limits that can be obtained on this couplin
from theZZ pair production fora45a55a65a750 and an
integrated luminosity of 100 fb21. Therefore, this coupling
is the one that will be less constrained at the LHC.

Table III shows the limits on each couplinga i ,i 54, 5, 6,

FIG. 4. 1-s exclusion region in thea43a5 plane for the
W1W2, W6W6, W6Z, andZZ channels. We applied all cuts an
efficiencies discussed in the text and assumed that all SU(2)C vio-
lating couplings vanish and an integrated luminosity of 100 fb21.
01502
ily

y

,

-
-
-

FIG. 5. 1-s C.L. exclusion region in thea63a7 plane from the
W1W2, W6Z, andZZ productions. We applied all cuts and effi
ciencies discussed in the text and assumed thata45a55a1050
and an integrated luminosity of 100 fb21.

FIG. 6. Number of events forZZ production as a function ofa10

where the horizontal line represents a 64% C.L. effect. We app
all cuts and efficiencies discussed in the text and assumed thaa4

5a55a65a750 and an integrated luminosity of 100 fb21.
2-7
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7, and 10, taking into account our results presented in F
4, 5, and 6. These limits were obtained under the assump
that only one anomalous parameter is nonvanishing. For
sake of comparison, this table also contains the present
rect bounds on these anomalous couplings obtained from
precision measurements at theZ pole @13# for a scale of new
physicsL52 TeV. As we can see, the direct bounds ona4
and a5 that can be obtained from theVV j j production at
LHC are more restrictive than the present limits by one or
of magnitude in some cases. Nevertheless, the attainabl
rect limits on the SU(2)C violating interactionsa6 ,a7 , and
a10 are of the same order of the present indirect limits.
course, some of the obtained limits are to be taken wit
pinch of salt as they lay very close to the unitarity bounds
the anomalous couplings (ua i u&0.005). Therefore, we hav
also estimated the required luminosity to get 90% C.L. lim
inside the unitarity bounds. This is presented in the last c
umn of Table III.

It is also important to devise a strategy to disentangle
anomalous couplings in case a departure from the SM
diction is observed. In fact the simultaneous analysis of
W6W6 j j , W1W2 j j , W6Z j j , andZZ j j productions allows
us to narrow down the anomalous couplings associated
the observed effect. The anomalous couplingsa4 and a5
possess the distinctive characteristic of giving rise to obs
able effects for all processesVV j j . On the other hand, the
couplingsa6 and a7 lead to large signals in the channe
W6Z and ZZ without any excess in theW6W6 reaction.
Finally the anomalous couplinga10 gives rise only to an
excess of events in theZZ channel. The effects ofa4 and
a5 (a6 anda7) can only be separated if we have addition
information like the triple gauge-boson production at t
NLC, where thea ’s appears in different combinations fo
the different channels.

TABLE III. 1-s limits on the anomalous quartic couplingsa i

which will be accessible at LHC, as well as the present indir
bounds from Ref.@13#. The last column gives the luminosity re
quired to get 90% C.L. limits inside the unitarity boundsua i u
&0.005.

Coupling Indirect limits LHC limits L (fb21)
(31023) (31023)

a4 2120<a4<11 21.1<a4<11 1750
a5 2300<a5<28 22.2<a5<7.7 750
a6 220<a6<1.8 29.6<a6<9.1 2000
a7 219<a7<1.8 210<a7<7.4 2000
a10 221<a10<1.9 224<a10<24 2500
I
e
97
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented the first complete calculat
of the reactionpp→VV j j taking into account anomalou
quartic vector-boson couplings. Our calculations were do
at tree level in two different gauges and without any appro
mation, such as the effectiveW one or the equivalence theo
rem. Our results show the ability of the LHC to shed som
light on the electroweak symmetry-breaking sector and
look for a possible signal of strongly interacting electrowe
symmetry breaking.

The attainable LHC limits for the quartic anomalous p
rameters are tighter than the present indirect bounds@13,14#,
improving them by one order of magnitude in some cas
The LHC bounds are also one order of magnitude better t
those which could be obtained from the study of trip
gauge-boson production at the Next Linear Collider~NLC!
@6,9,10#. Notwithstanding, the study of the reactio
VVl l (l 5e or n) at the NLC running at TeV energie
@8,9# will be able to improve the LHC limits by a factor of 2
to 8, depending on the specific couplings.

The above results should be interpreted with care si
the attainable bounds on the quartic couplings are very c
to the unitarity limits for the anomalous couplings. In ord
to establish the real potentiality of the LHC to study the
anomalous couplings, we have also estimated the requ
luminosity to get 90% C.L. limits inside the unitarity bound
see Table III.

In our analyses, we assumed that the detection efficien
of electrons and muons are the ones obtained from the
duction of heavy Higgs bosons. For a more realistic stu
one should construct a complete Monte Carlo generator
cluding the vector-boson decays and detector resolution@27#.
Such a generator will allow us not only to improve the le
tonic cuts but also to study the hadronic decay channel
one of the gauge bosons, which could improve the limits
the anomalous couplings. We believe that even assuming
more realistic situation, the bounds presented in this pa
will not change significantly.
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